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A two-dimensional model of oxygen-deficit layer of superconducting material
YBa2Cu3O7 has been simulated by the molecular-dynamics technique in order to
study the influence of the impurities in the site of copper on the low-temperature
microstructure. The microstructure pattern arises as a result of quenching the system
from a high-temperature tetragonal phase to the low-temperature orthorhombic one and
subsequent annealing. The potential of the impurity is modified in such a way that it
promotes occupation of opposite nearest-neighbor sites around impurity by an oxygen
and vacancy simultaneously. The simulations of the annealing processes showed that the
domain pattern becomes very tiny with increased concentration of randomly distributed
impurities. Domains of larger sizes would appear if the impurities were able to diffuse to
the domain walls. This is confirmed by annealing the sample containing linear chains of
impurities. The tweed microstructure depends on the magnitude of the force constants
of the elastic subsystem, and at too large coupling the randomly distributed impurities
are not able to pin the stiff domain walls. The results resemble the electron-microscope
photographs made for cobalt in YBa2(Cu1_xCox)3O7-5.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this computer simulation paper is
to study the changes of the microstructure accompa-
nying the structural phase transition from tetragonal
to orthorhombic phase in YBa2Cu307 when another
metal element is substituted for Cu. Intensive studies
with the long-range goal of improving superconducting
properties have been performed with such substitution
elements as Fe, Co, Al, and Ga.'~5 Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) observations in the orthorhombic
phase revealed a fine-scale cross-hatched contrast in
morphology, when 3% or more of Cu was replaced with
Fe or Co. Also, streaks of diffuse scattering at each
Bragg spot, reflecting the cross-hatched morphology,
were seen in diffraction. At concentrations below 2%
of Co, rather irregular stripes were observed,2 but even
in pure YBa2Cu307-5 rare stripes still persist due to
incomplete annealing. It seems to be obvious that the
impurities are responsible for this change of morphology.
Although grain boundaries present in each specimen are
also influenced by the impurities,67 this subject will not
be considered in this paper.
The morphology of the crystal is established during
the production of the specimen. One of the controlled
processes consists of initial quenching of the specimen
a)On leave from the Institute of Nuclear Physics, ul.Radzikowskiego
152, 31-342 Cracow, and Academic Computer Centre, Cyfronet,
ul.Nawojki 11, Cracow, Poland.
from tetragonal structure to orthorhombic one and subse-
quent annealing at constant temperature. The dynamical
fluctuations of the tetragonal phase are initially frozen to
a metastable pattern. The metastable state relaxes during
annealing toward equilibrium state, by annihilating a
majority of the domain walls. This process can be
perturbed and hindered by defects, in particular by
substitutional impurities.
A model of nonstoichiometric YBa2Cu307-g, which
takes advantage of the lattice-site diffusion theory with
the Landau-Ginzburg equation has been proposed in
Refs. 8 and 9. In this paper we extend another two-
dimensional displacive model1(M2 of the oxygen-deficit
layer of CuO at the stoichiometric oxygen composi-
tion of YBa2Cu307. The model will contain substi-
tutional impurity atoms at the sites of copper, and
therefore, it will be supplemented by additional po-
tential energy which describes the impurity-host atom
coupling. The molecular-dynamics technique is used to
simulate the system. The model possesses the elastic
tetragonal-orthorhombic phase transition. The aim of the
simulations is to study the origin of the microstructure
which appears as a result of quenching and annealing.
We show that the resulting patterns vary with concentra-
tion and distribution of impurities, provided the elastic
interactions are in the appropriate range. Randomly
distributed impurities and impurities arranged in chains
lead to tweed microstructure. If the elastic system is
soft, the coarsening of the microstructure is considerably
slowed down. If the elastic system is too stiff, the domain
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walls cease to be pinned by the random impurities. There
is evidence that the tweed morphology becomes finer
when the concentration of impurities increases.
II. MODEL
The two-dimensional model represents the oxygen-
deficit plane CuO of stoichiotnetric YBa2Cu3O7.10"12
Each unit cell has a square form and contains one copper
or impurity atom at lattice site (/,_/) and two oxygen
sites, one lying halfway between copper atoms (i,j)
and (i + l,j) on the X axis to be referred to as site 1
and site 2 being halfway between copper atoms (i,j) and
(i,j + 1). The oxygen atoms are described by soft Ising
variables Ztj and ZtJ, referring to sites 1 and 2 in cell
(i,j), respectively. The positive value of ZtJ indicates
the presence of an oxygen atom, while a negative value
denotes a vacancy. Metallic impurities substitute copper
in the lattice. In their vicinities the impurities modify
the oxygen interaction.
The potential energy V of the model with impuri-
ties is
where
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Here «o denotes the lattice constant and ( X ( J , F , J ) the
position vector of copper or impurity atom (/, j). The
ciyj describes the distribution of impurity atoms and
c^j = 0 or 1, if site (i, j) is occupied by copper or
impurity atom, respectively. Each copper or impurity
atom is coupled to its nearest and next-nearest similar
atoms by a harmonic force with spring constants A and
B, respectively. This choice of forces guarantees that
the phonon normal modes form two acoustic branches,
and hence the structure behaves correctly as an elastic
medium.
The interaction between oxygen atoms has two ori-
gins. First, a direct coupling between them with positive
coupling constant J, Eq. (3), follows from Coulomb
repulsion. A positive value of / means that if one site







to be unoccupied. Second, aZtj and aZtj in the first
two terms of Eq. (2) give a lengthening of the nearest-
neighbor Cu-Cu distance when the intervening site is
occupied, and a shortening when unoccupied. Such a
local strain is propagated through the lattice by Veiastic-
The soft spin variable is confined to the double well
potential, Eq. (4), with two parameters E and G. If the
double well is deep enough, then the variable aZ;j is
always near one of the minima and it behaves practically
like an Ising variable.
It is assumed that the impurity atom modifies the
oxygen interaction in its closest vicinity in the following
way. First, it diminishes the direct coupling between
nearest-neighbor oxygen atoms so that the resulting
coupling constant / + A / becomes negligible. Second,
it introduces the coupling C > 0 between those oxygen-
vacancy second nearest neighbors which are on the X or
Y direction around the impurity atom. This interaction
is mediated by the impurity atom. Finally, it is assumed
that the minimum of the double well potential, Eq. (4),
of the soft Ising variable for the oxygen located in
the vicinity of the impurity atom (c~ij = 1) is y times
deeper than the corresponding potential in the host
lattice, eim = ye0. The equilibrium positions of the
host Z(0) or impurity Zim particles are directly related
with the local deformation. To avoid additional stresses
around the impurity we impose a condition that the
equilibrium positions of the host and impurity atoms re-
main approximately the same, i.e., Z(0) = Zi m. Those
(4) two conditions allow one to express the changes of
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coupling constants around the impurity as:




The strain distribution can be deduced from the local
strain order parameter defined as
Two sets of numerical values of potential parameters
have been chosen so that the ground state configuration
of the model has the required orthorhombic symme-
try. In the first one, which we shall call stiff elastic
model, the parameters are A = 1400, B = 5400, a =
0.7, J = 2500, E = 3000, and G = 106. In the second
case, called the soft elastic model, new values are
assigned only to A = 800, B = 3200, and a = 0.4.
To set the optimal impurity-domain wall pinning, the
nearest-neighbor coupling of oxygen around impurity
has been disregarded, i.e., A / = —2500, the coupling
between second nearest neighbors of oxygen has been
made rather strong, AC = 25,000, and the local double
well potential in vicinity of impurity atom has been
assumed to be y = 5 times deeper than around copper
atoms. Under these conditions, from Eqs. (7) and (8) it
follows that AE = 15,000 and AG = 5 X 106. These
values of parameters have been chosen after a number
of trials. We add that it is meaningless to try to evaluate
the values of parameters from experimental data, since
the two-dimensional model is too simple to account
for quantitative description. Moreover, the kinetic pro-
cesses studied by the computer simulation are limited
to 10~9 s, while the real annealing processes occurring
in YBa2Cu307_5 may last hours or longer. These time
intervals will hardly ever be accessible by direct MD
simulation.
The model has been simulated using the molecular-
dynamics technique.1012 The crystallite consisted of
99 X 99 unit cells with 29,205 particles. Free boundary
conditions were used, with the edges of the crystallite cut
along [1,0] directions and consisting of copper atoms.
It allows the domain walls to flow in and out through
the system surfaces, and it permits the elastic stresses to
relax and the simulated crystallite to deform freely. In
contrast, the periodic boundary conditions would either
fix the distance of opposite crystallite surfaces or they
would require an adjustment to the distance between
the opposite surfaces to zeroth calculated stresses. The
Newtonian equations of motion were solved iteratively
by a simple difference scheme with time step: At =
TQ. A canonical ensemble with constant temperature T
was used. The temperature was defined by an average
kinetic energy. The undoped system exhibits tetragonal
(square)-orthorhombic (rectangular) phase transition at
Tc = 9.65. We have set the unit length a0, particle mass
Mo, and time unit r0 to one. Hence, temperature and
energy units are To = MoaoTo"2 and the potential param-
eters A, B, J, E, AJ, AC, AE, G, and AG are expressed
— 2 —2 —2
in MoTo and M$TQ a® , respectively.
Phi
(9)
It describes the difference between the average distance
of atoms in copper sites in X and Y directions around the
(i, j) lattice site. The pij is positive or negative when
the orthorhombic unit cell is elongated along [1,0] and
[0,1] directions, respectively.
In order to study the influence of impurities on the
microstructure, it is convenient to draw color maps of
the local strain order parameter. According to the color
bar, a color was assigned to the amplitude of the local
order parameter ptj. The data set {ptj} at some typical
instant of time was placed at a regular grid 97 X 97 unit
cells. The grid was not corrected for the lattice shear.
Red and green regions correspond to two oppositely
sheared orthorhombic domains with yellow lines being
the domain walls.
The features of system fluctuations can be described
by the correlation function 5(k) of the local strain
FIG. 1. Distribution of the strain order parameter for the stiff elastic
system with randomly distributed impurities. The maps are obtained
during annealing at temperature Ta = 0.3 \TC for three concentrations:
(a)-(c) 5%, (d)-(f) 10%, and (g)-(i) 15%. Maps (a,d,g), (b,e,h),
and (c, f,i) correspond to annealing times 0.75, 5.7, and 35.0TO,
respectively. The maps show 97 X 97 unit cells.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the strain order parameter for the stiff elastic system with impurities arranged in linear chains. The maps are obtained
during annealing at temperature Ta = 0.317£. for three concentrations: (a)-(c) 5%, (d)-(f) 10%, and (g)-(i) 15%, and (j)-(l) the pure system.
Maps (a, d,g,j), (b, e,h, k), and (c,f,i, 1) correspond to annealing times 0.75, 5.7, and 35.0TQ, respectively. The maps show 97 X 97 unit cells.
order parameter S(k) = (p*(k)p(k)), where p(k) =
l/NY.i,j Ptj exp(-27rkR?;-) and R ° ; denotes the posi-
tion vector of the lattice site (i, j) and N is the number of
unit cells. The essential fluctuations are related to the
[1,±1] directions. Thus, only S(q) = 5(k) for k =
(g/%/2, ± q/y/2) lines are of interest. To characterize the
FIG. 3. Comparison of distributions of the strain order parameters for the stiff elastic system with (a), (b), and (c) random linear chains
of impurities, and (d), (g), and (f) random distributions of impurities. The configurations correspond to a long annealing time of 35.OTO.
Impurity atoms are shown as blue dots. Maps (a, b, c; d, e,f) are the same as those shown in Figs. 2(c), 2(f), and 2(i) and Figs. l(c),
l(f), and l(i), respectively.
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sizes of the fluctuations, we have calculated the mean




where the zeroth and first moments are
r <7max




and the intervals of integrations have been limited to
qmin = 0.01 and <?max = 0.56.
III. RESULTS
The microstructure evolution has been studied dur-
ing the annealing process. Initially the system with a
fixed concentration and distribution of impurities has
been equilibrated at temperature T = 1.24TC, above the





FIG. 4. Mean wave vector q, Eq. (10), which characterizes the av-
erage separation of domains in [1,±1] directions as a function of
logarithm of annealing time at Ta = 0.31 Tc for the stiff elastic system
for (a) randomly distributed impurities, (b) linear chains of impurities,
and for the concentration of impurities of 0% (circle), 5% (squares),
10% (triangles), and 15% (pentagons).
\ '••• ' : : ' . ' • ' ' ' . '
FIG. 5. Distribution of the strain order parameter for the soft elastic
system with randomly distributed impurities. The maps are obtained
during annealing at temperature Ta = 0.31TC for three concentrations:
(a)-(c) 5%, (d)-(f) 10%, and (g)-(i) 15%. Maps (a,d,g), (b,e,h),
and (c,f, i) correspond to annealing times 0.75, 5.7, and 35.OTO,
respectively. The maps show 97 X 97 unit cells.
during a short time of 0 .3T 0 to annealing temperature
Ta = 0.3\TC and then left to relax toward equilibrium.
The annealing process lasted 35.OTO, after which the
microstructure seemed to reach the final state.
A. Stiff elastic system
The maps of the strain order parameter made for the
stiff elastic system with randomly distributed impurities
and for three values of concentrations, 5%, 10%, and
15%, are shown in Fig. 1. Subsequent maps of each
sequence correspond to annealing times of 0.75, 5.7, and
35.0T 0 . The degree of undercooling below the transi-
tion temperature is rather large; therefore, the domain
walls are narrow and thermodynamical driving force
toward equilibrium is also large. The first snapshots in
Figs. l(a), l(d), and l(g), taken at time 0.75r0 after
quenching, show a definite and fine tweed microstructure
which is independent on the impurity concentrations.
In the course of time, a number of right-angle domain
wall junctions reduce rapidly, indicating that junction
energies are high and prohibit wall crossing. After a
long annealing time, the system with 5% of impurities
reached a state with a large area of single orthorhombie
domain [Fig. l(c)]. These domains strive to form stripes.
However, tweed microstructure persists much longer at
higher concentrations of 10% and 15% [Figs. l(f) and
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FIG. 6. Distribution of the strain order parameter for the soft elastic system with impurities arranged in linear chains. The maps are obtained
during annealing at temperature Ta = 0.31Tc for three concentrations: (a)-(c) 5%, (d)-(f) 10%, (g)-(i) 15%, and (j)-(l) pure system. Maps
(a, d,g,j), (b, e, h,k), and (c, f,i, 1) correspond to annealing times 0.75, 5.7, and 35.0T0, respectively. The maps show 97 X 97 unit cells.
l(i)], since the domain walls are pinned by impurities.
Moreover, finer tweed microstructure is formed at higher
impurity concentrations.
The selection of our model potential involves pin-
ning of the coherent domain wall by impurities. Re-
ciprocally, the domain walls also impose forces on
the impurity atoms. The impurity might diffuse toward
the domain wall and increase the concentration there.
Unfortunately our computer code does not allow for
any diffusion over copper sites. Therefore, to model
this behavior at least partly, distributions of impurity
atoms in the forms of linear chains of random length and
random spacing between impurities have been generated.
The chains were oriented along [1, ±1] directions. They
introduce inhomogeneous fields interacting with domain
walls. During the annealing the fluctuations experience
this field, and finally some domain walls reside along
existing impurity chains and become immobile. Figure 2
shows maps of four annealing processes for systems with
5%, 10%, 15%, and 0% of concentration. Coarse tweed
microstructure is obtained in each case. In pure systems
large areas of single orthorhombic domains are clearly
seen [Fig. 2(1)].
The positions of impurity atoms are shown in Fig. 3.
The maps represent configurations after annealing.
They show the same tweed pattern as maps taken at
35r0 annealing time in Figs. 1 and 2. One can see
[Figs. 3(a)-3(c)] that only part of the domain walls are
located within the chains. Remaining chains stay within
the domains, decreasing only locally the amplitude of
the order parameter. Randomly distributed impurities
have less influence on the pinning of domain walls
[Figs. 3(d)-3(f)], and only a small number of impurities
remain within the domain walls. Nevertheless, these
impurities decrease definitely the domains wall mobility.
Figure 4 demonstrates changes of the mean wave
vector 'q as a function of annealing time for the stiff
elastic system with randomly distributed impurities
[Fig. 4(a)] and linear chains [Fig. 4(b)]. At the beginning
of annealing, ~q decreases gradually, and generally, the
mean separation between the domain wall l/~q is smaller
for systems with a higher concentration of impurities.
The fluctuations observed in Fig. 4 follow from too
short time averages used to calculate each point. But
short time averages are a simple consequence of the
fact that the described processes are kinetic and change
quickly in time. Simulations of a much bigger system
will smooth out these fluctuations.
B. Soft elastic system
The elastic part of the model potential can be made
much softer by decreasing the A and B force constants
and by diminishing the coupling constant a between the
elastic and soft-spin variables. As a consequence, the
elastic domain walls are not so stiff and smaller forces
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FIG. 7. Mean wave vector q, Eq. (10), which characterizes the av-
erage separation of domains in [1,±1] directions as a function of
logarithm of annealing time at Ta = 0.3\TC for the soft elastic system
for (a) randomly distributed impurities, (b) linear chains of impurities,
and for the concentration of impurities of 0% (circle), 5% (squares),
10% (triangles), and 15% (pentagons).
are required to curve them. Now, during the annealing
the domain walls are much easier to adjust to the
distribution of impurities, and the junctions of domain
walls, having lower energies, do not disappear from the
system. Figure 5 shows maps for three impurity concen-
trations obtained during three annealing processes. They
demonstrate a much finer tweed structure then shown in
corresponding maps of Fig. 1 for the stiff elastic model.
Figure 6 shows similar maps for the case of impu-
rities arranged into linear chains. Inspection of the maps
ensures us that finer tweed microstructure is formed dur-
ing annealing. For comparison the coarsening of the pure
system is attached in Figs. 6(j)-6(l). The distributions of
impurities in Figs. 5 and 6 are the same as those shown
in Figs. 3(d)-3(f) and 3(a)-3(c), respectively.
The above observations are confirmed by the be-
havior of the first moment of ~q of the correlation
function of the strain order parameter in the annealing
process with randomly distributed and linear chains of
impurities. Randomly distributed impurities are able to
pin the domain walls so effectively that at the higher
concentration of 15% the moment ~q remains almost
constant during annealing [Fig. 7(a)]. Impurity chains,
however, lead to moderate coarsening [Fig. 7(b)], so that
a fine tweed microstructure is formed at the end of the
annealing process.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a remarkably simple model
can demonstrate the coarsening of tweed microstructure
annealing limited by impurities which pin the domain
walls. Special choice of impurity potential was neces-
sary in order to ensure the attraction of impurities by
the domain wall. This potential favors the coupling of
oxygen and oxygen vacancy located in opposite sites
of the impurity atom. Under these conditions the long
annealing process leads to lowering of system energy.
This is achieved by a compromise between the excess
of energy due to presence of domain walls and domain
junctions, and a gain of energy arising from impurities
which have reached the domain walls. This compromise
defines the final morphology of the system. It should
be, however, pointed out that diffusion of impurities and
mobility of domain walls play an essential role here,
because these two factors decide how close the system
can relax to equilibrium.
Another important factor, influencing the morphol-
ogy, is the stiffness of the elastic domain walls. Consider,
for example, a very stiff and infinite domain wall, where
any bending of its costs a lot of energy. Assume further
that the impurities are fixed and randomly distributed.
Then, any position of the domain wall is energetically
equivalent, since the same number of random impurities
will fall within the domain wall. Such random impurities
will not pin the domain wall, and consequently will less
perturb the microstructure pattern. We have simulated the
annealing process for very stiff elastic conditions with
A = 2000, B = 8000, and a = 1.0, and for randomly
distributed impurities, and no systematic changes in
the microstructure pattern as a function of impurity
concentration have been observed.
Through this paper we have assumed that the im-
purity is attracted by the coherent domain wall. One
could, however, imagine that, the impurity prefers to
reside within the bulk of the orthorhombic domain.
This happens when the impurity favors a large value
of the order parameter. In this situation any annealing
process will place the domain walls in between the
impurities, and a state with domain walls will always
remain metastable, since a removal of domain walls
would further lower the system energy. The annealing
process would then strive to expel all the domain walls
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from the doped specimen. This would be contrary to the
observations.
Our model is an extension of the earlier ones, which
was used to demonstrate the origin of the microstructure
either in stoichiometric10 or in nonstoichiometric12 ma-
terials. It is a two-dimensional model which describes
a single CuOi g layer of YBa2Cu307-5 crystal. In real
system,13'2-4 the impurity atoms are distributed over many
crystal layers and 3% of impurity atoms was sufficient
to obtain a very fine-scale cross-hatched contrast. On the
other hand, the domain walls spread over some layers,
thus one impurity atom pins the domain wall penetrating
several crystal layers, and consequently a much lower
concentration of impurity atoms is needed for the effec-
tive pinning then those used in these simulations. More-
over, the transmission electron microscopy observations
gather information from specimen of finite thickness,
generally with different microstructure patterns on dif-
ferent layers. This effect might also be the reason why in
the simulations we had to use such a high concentration
of impurities, and so strong an impurity potential.
It is necessary to mention that the potential param-
eters A/ , AC, A£, and AG of impurity atom have
been chosen to be dramatically different from those
of the host atoms. Such a large difference has been
required in order to notice the pinning of domain walls
by the impurity. In this relation another explanation
suggested in Ref. 13 seems to be plausible, namely that
in doped YBa2(Cui-^Mx)3O7-5, where M = Co, Fe,
or Al and 0.02 < x < 0.33, exists a three-dimensional
modulation mainly along the c axis. The modulation
is quasiperiodic at low concentrations x and periodic
at high x. It has a component (110) originating from
the strain-induced long-range oxygen-oxygen interaction
and nearest-neighbor oxygen-dopant attraction, which
was associated with shear displacement waves in the
a-b plane. The [001] modulation was attributed to out-
of-plane stacking of domains14 along the c axis. The
periodicity along the c axis varies from about 500 A for
x = 0.03 to 12 A for x = 0.33. This modulation could
involve the cross-hatched morphology and the irregular
stripes observed in the transmission electron microscopy.
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